
Half Price Packaging Designs Cardboard,
Foam, and Corrugated Inserts & Dividers To
Set New Standards for Product Safety

Half Price Packaging

Half Price Packaging is right-hand to the

brands who are in search of custom

inserts and dividers, prioritizing safety,

eco-friendliness, and space efficiency.

FREMONT, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, May 22, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Half Price

Packaging is bringing forth its revolutionary range of thoughtfully designed packaging elements

that can successfully address the special demands of product protection against impact and

vibration while facilitating packaging processes for businesses worldwide. These are precisely

Logo-engraved, custom box

inserts and dividers are

designed to safeguard the

product for nurturing repeat

purchases and serve as

potent marketing tools for

quick and memorable

customer interaction.”

Hamzah Hussain Bhatti, CEO,

Half Price Packaging

made to ensure easy assembly, functionality, security, and

visual appeal. 

In today's fiercely competitive market, guaranteeing that

products reach their destination without any damage is

essential. At Half Price Packaging, cardboard dividers,

custom foam packaging inserts, and corrugated inserts are

made to protect delicate or breakable items during

shipment. Boxes with inserts work as a buffer zone and act

as shielding barriers for the safe transportation of your

valuables, regardless of the journey's duration, distance,

challenges, and conditions. Beyond the extent of safety,

they boost the product’s attractiveness and visibility on

retail shelves. 

Hamzah Hussain Bhatti, CEO of Half Price Packaging, says about custom packaging with inserts:

"With the introduction of bespoke dividers and card inserts to our collection of add-ons, Half

Price Packaging has facilitated brands to ship their products with confidence; rest assured they

are robustly protected and nicely presented. We continue to redefine the norms for excellence in

the packaging industry."

http://www.einpresswire.com


Mailer Box wih Inserts

With cardboard box dividers made of

sturdy corrugated cardboard and

customizable in a variety of shapes and

sizes, you get a wise, pocket-friendly,

and eco-safe option for organizing

items within a box, consequently

keeping them from moving during

delivery. Besides, durable corrugated

inserts and cardboard insert for

packaging serve the dual function of

providing reliable support to even

cumbersome items and making

packaging lighter with minimal

material use.

For the sole purpose of securely

cushioning products, precision-cut

foam inserts of durable foam materials

conform to the silhouettes of each

article. The custom boxes with foam inserts ensure your products are snugly nestled.

Half Price Packaging stands out for the adaptability and versatility of its custom product boxes

with inserts. From a luxurious watch to bulkier electronics, fragile glass items to cosmetics,

cardboard box with dividers can be tailored per the provided dimensions to accommodate the

diverse necessities of manufacturers and retailers with ease. The company offers from simple

foam inserts to velvet pasting inserts to card pasting with foam inserts to custom foam inserts

for pelican cases.

CEO adds:

“Logo-engraved, custom box inserts and dividers are designed to safeguard the product for

nurturing repeat purchases and serve as potent marketing tools for quick and memorable

customer interaction."

The company endorses environmental sustainability by using biodegradable and recyclable

materials, sustainable water- or soy-based inks, and eco-safe printing methods for making

cardboard ornament dividers, custom cut foam inserts, and shipping box inserts. Packaging

specialists always follow eco-conscious principles to lessen their carbon footprint.

Expedited turnaround times for prototyping and sampling of inserts and dividers let companies

rapidly iterate and refine their orders, shorten time-to-market, adjust to market demands, and

secure a competitive advantage. 

As Hamzah Hussain Bhatti says, 

“The addition of custom foam inserts for packaging marks a noteworthy milestone in Half Price



Packaging’s zeal to provide useful, adaptable, and customizable packaging solutions serving the

dynamic needs of brands spanning across multiple industries.”

For more information, visit: https://www.halfpricepackaging.com/cardboard-boxes/custom-

boxes-with-inserts

About Company: 

Half Price Packaging – a leading name in custom packaging in the USA since 2017 – promises to

design innovative product packaging complemented by superlative printing services and an

ethos of sustainability. Headquartered in the USA, UK, and China, we carry a legacy of creating

branded boxes. With a focus on quality and customer satisfaction, our teams provide

unparalleled value to our clients.

By continuously finding ways to brainstorm novel packaging solutions that can be major

breakthroughs in material science and design adaptability, we commit to staying ahead of the

curve. This can also include advancements in customization options of, including boxes, inserts,

labels, and more, for improved product protection, presentation, and sustainability.

William Jeson

Half Price Packaging
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